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The calibration is based on the quartz-coesite phase transition. Pressure losses ar8 consider
able and a correction of -11% at 1100·C and 35 kb is indicated for a compression run with 
laIc as the pressure-transmitting medium. This correction was evaluated by comparing re
sults obtained with talc and silver chloride pressure-transmitting mediums. 
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.:i ton-cylinder appamtus at high temJlen~ture 
:y using two different prestiure-tmnsmitting 
::r<i iums . Talc is normally used, but it has a 
';bstantial shear strength. Silver chloride was 
~oscn as the pressure medium for comparison 
rilh talc because of its much lower shear 
·rcngth . 
Early estimates of the magnitude of pressure 

""cs wcre based on calibmtions using the bis
.. Jlh and thallium "tmnsitions at room tempera
.rc [Boyd and England, 1960b]. They used 

:!rer chloride and talc pressure-transmitting 
:~dillms and determined the correction nceded 
J 3Ccolmt for pressure loss in the talc medium, 
.:,I11ning that silver chloride has a negligible 
·:cngth. Thcy . concluded that a friction C01"

-.:lion of -13% is needed at room tempera
.ie. They attributed the pressure loss to the ' 
·:m strength of talc, and, since this will de
:,150 with increasing temperature, they sug
~;;cd that at high temperatures the friction 

correction would be closer to - 8 ± 5% [Boyd 
and England, 1960a; Boyd, 1062]. In hter 
work Boyd and England [HlG3] considered 
that at high temperatures the ~hear strength 
0: talc is very low, and they no 16nger applied 
a fr iction correction. 

Kitchara and Kennedy [lDG4J, in their ::;tudy 
oi the qu:nLz-coesite transition, ap]Jl iecl a fric
tion corr(;ct ion of -12% n.t 17.1 kb, -8% at 
30 kb, and -7% at 41 kb for a comprei'sion 
cycle. They estimated this . correction from a 
study of the melting point of mercury at dif
ferent pressures [Klement et al., IDG3]. Their 
friction correction was determined at any spe
cific pressure as half the difference between the 
compression and decompression strokes. They 
assumed that the pressure loss on a compression 
run was the sum of the piston-cylinder friction 
and friction in the talc. 

Newton [1965], in work 'at pressures of 4 to 
8 kb and temperatures of 640 to 860°C and 
using a piston-cylinder apparatus similar i.n 

design to Kennedy's apparatus, applied a pres
sure correction of - 1:5 kb over the 4- to 8-kb 
pressure range; this represents a - 37 % to 
-19% correction. It was determined using the 
LiCI melting curve at about 700°C as the. 
calibration point. . 

EXPEnIMENTAL METHOD 

The quartz-coesite phase transition at noo°c 
has been chosen as the calibration point, since 
a considerable amount of high-pressure work in 
this laboratory has been done in the neighbor
hood of this temperature. Also, experience 
s~owed that when the sample temperature 
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